
  

 
 

SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER 
POSITION DESCRIPTION 

 

 
Position Title: Senior Project Manager Category:  Development 
Department: 
 

Development Team Start Date: Negotiable 

Closing Date: January 23, 2019 

 
Corporate Overview: 
Calgary Municipal Land Corporation (CMLC) was created in 2007 as a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
City of Calgary to implement and execute the Rivers District Community Revitalization Plan – a public 
infrastructure program approved by the City of Calgary and the Province of Alberta to kick-start 
Calgary’s urban renewal.  
 
Since then, CMLC has invested over $396 million into the delivery of the East Village master plan, which 
envisions a mixed-use, high-density urban community that will be home to 11,500 residents. To date, 
CMLC has laid the foundation, literally, for East Village’s future and attracted nearly $3 billion in 
planned, private investment. New public spaces, roads, sidewalks, parks and community gardens have 
been completed, and more than 2,000 residents have moved into the community over the past few 
years.  
  
In 2018, CMLC completed the master plan for east Victoria Park that imagines a 20-year vision for 
Calgary’s Culture and Entertainment district, a vibrant, high-density, mixed-use community that draws 
on the spirit of entertainment that resides in its DNA, as well as its natural surroundings. The vision for 
east Victoria Park will result in four million square feet of mixed-use development and more than 8,000 
new residents moving into the district. 
 
Background and General Scope of Position: 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
 

• Undergraduate degree in engineering, architecture or an equivalent of academic and practical 
experience 

• Professional Engineer or RAIC preferred 
• Project Management Professional designation 
• 15 years of experience   

 
As a Senior Project Manager, you are able to confidently lead projects from the planning and design 
phase through to construction and commissioning.  You will be able to demonstrate experience 
delivering large scale projects for institutional, commercial, or government sector clients.  You are 
experienced working as an owner’s representative, establishing best practice project management 



  
methodologies and procedures and acting as a mentor.   
 
Senior Project Managers at CMLC must be comfortable representing the best interests of our projects 
while managing the expectations of multiple stakeholders and providing technical and project 
leadership. 
Responsibilities: 
GENERAL PROFILE AND RESPONSBILITIES  

 
• Develop strong relationships with CMLC’s partners and act as our single point of contact 

throughout the project. 
• Ensure that partner and stakeholder expectations are met or exceeded on all projects and the 

project’s best interests are represented with respect to contractual and technical issues. 
• Lead the development of practical and effective project-specific processes related to 

governance, communication, risk management, cost control and change management.   
• Provide analysis and commentary on the alignment of project parameters and project 

expectations in terms of schedules, budgets and design ambition.   
• Evaluate project parameters and recommend the most suitable construction delivery method to 

suit the project objectives and stakeholder expectations. 
• Serve as the internal subject matter expert on design and construction procurement and lead 

this process for multiple projects including those delivered by other project managers within 
CMLC.  

• Lead the control of project-related documents and deliver all work in accordance with project 
management best practices for documentation. 

• Chair project and site meetings, find resolution to issues and build consensus internally and 
externally.   

• Provide oversight and design direction to consultant teams in line with project and master 
planning ambitions. 

• Provide regular reporting on project status by means of schedule updates, meeting minutes, 
financial records and other documentation as required, according to project obligations.   

• Provide oversight and leadership to the change management process, progress payment and 
other contract- or project-related administrative documents. 

• Lend your expertise and experience as required to contribute to the success of a number of 
CMLC projects varying in size, scope and phase of development, often concurrently. 

 
Qualifications:   
WHAT YOU’LL NEED TO BE SUCCESSFUL 
 

• A minimum of 15 years of experience as a Project Manager on complex projects of varying sizes 
and scopes with multiple stakeholders for institutional, commercial, or government sector 
clients.   

• Demonstrable experience leading the design process, an ability to recognize good design, an 
understanding of its value and a track record of defending it.   

• Strong understanding of contract law, procurement best practices and applicable trade 
agreements. 

• Enthusiasm for the details and a sense of satisfaction in delivering projects in compliance with 
project agreements, contracts and other project documentation required to support CMLC’s 



  
relationships with our project partners.   

• Strong understanding of best practice project management methodologies and procedures. 
• Strong knowledge of the various types of construction delivery methodologies, construction 

contracts, contract law and relevant legislation. 
• Experience effectively leading projects through the City of Calgary’s permit processes.   
• Strong leadership and organizational skills with the ability to effectively influence others and 

successfully resolve a variety of client, project and technical issues. 
• Exceptional written and oral communication and presentation skills. 
• Strong computer skills, including a working knowledge of scheduling (MS Project), word 

processing (Word) and spreadsheet (Excel) software applications. 
• A strong fit with the CMLC Projects team is essential; must like the outdoors and laughing.  

 
 
We thank all applicants for their interest. Only candidates being granted an interview will be 
contacted. 


